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Traditionalist Prehistory and Its Theosophical Roots 

 

Joscelyn Godwin 

 

This article concerns the loosely-connected group of philosophers, cultural critics, and writers on 

comparative religion and esotericism who are conveniently known as the “Traditionalists.” The 

first to come to mind are Ananda K. Coomaraswamy (1877-1947), René Guénon (1996-1951), 

and Julius Evola (1898-1971); others include Titus Burckhardt, Marco Pallis, Frithjof Schuon, 

Martin Lings, Philip Sherrard, and Seyyed Hossein Nasr.  

 Whatever the differences between these thinkers, they all agree in regarding the modern 

world and its inhabitants not as the apex of evolution and material progress, but as the terminus 

of a long process of spiritual decline and degradation. In contrast to the dismal prospect of 

modernity, they invite their readers to look back to an epoch which they call variously “First 

Age,” “Golden Age,” Satya Yuga, “Age of the Gods,” or “Primordial Age.” This was the high 

point from which, in accordance with strict cyclical laws, humanity has steadily declined up to 

the very end of the present cosmic cycle, which is where the Traditionalists believe us to be 

today. 

 The earliest presentation of this cyclical doctrine in a context of universal history was by 

Julius Evola, in the work of the early 1930s that is generally regarded as his masterpiece, Rivolta 

contro il mondo moderno.1 Evola does not assign a date to the First Age, but he does specify the 

location of its centre: “According to tradition, in an epoch of remote prehistory that corresponds 

to the Golden Age or Age of Being, the symbolical island or ‘polar’ land was a real location 

situated in the Arctic, in the area that today corresponds to the North Pole.”2 

 Evola’s acknowledged sources for this claim are the ancient writings of China, India, 

Persia, the classical world and the Nordic countries, from which he collected evidence to support 

two distinct notions: that of a prehistoric inhabited land in the far North, around or even within 

the area of the present Arctic Ocean; and that of the catastrophic destruction of an ancient seat of 

civilization. These are familiar notions in what one might call “prehistoriography”: on the one 

hand, the myth of an Arctic, Boreal or Hyperborean homeland, sometimes called Thule; on the 

other, the many offshoots of Plato’s myth of Atlantis. 

 Evola was well aware of the possible confusion between the two, saying that “there is 

often a confusion of memories, names, myths, and locations, but a trained eye will easily detect 

the single components. It is noteworthy to emphasize the interference of the Arctic theme with 

the Atlantic theme, of the mystery of the North with the mystery of the West, since the latter 

succeeded the original traditional pole as the main seat.”3 After this he refers to the traditional 

and scientific evidence for a tilting of the earth’s axis, and suggests that this was the cause of the 

cataclysm that destroyed the Arctic land. He concludes: “In any event, the freezing and the long 

night descended at a specific time on the polar region. Thus, when the forced migration from this 

seat ensued, the first cycle came to an end and a new cycle—the Atlantic cycle—began.”4 

 In Evola’s account, this catastrophe led to a double migration of the “Boreal Race” that 

had inhabited the Arctic land. He writes:  

 

Groups of Hyperboreans carrying the same spirit, the same blood, and the same body of 

symbols, signs, and languages first reached North America and the northern regions of 

the Eurasian continent. Supposedly, tens of thousands of years later a second great 

migratory wave ventured as far as Central America, reaching a land situated in the 
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Atlantic region that is now lost, thereby establishing a new center modeled after the polar 

regions. This land may have been that Atlantis described by Plato and Diodorus. . .5 

 

 He identifies this second migration with the sudden appearance in Western Europe of 

Cro-Magnon Man, a definitive homo sapiens type whose origin remains a puzzle to ethnologists. 

As these emigrants from the Arctic homeland spread southwards from the Pole, and later east 

and west from their new centre in Atlantis, they met with “inferior races enslaved to the chthonic 

cult of demons and mixed with the animal nature,”6 and recorded their conflicts with them in 

myths and symbols. 

 But where did Evola think those other races, those unfortunate slaves of demonic and 

chthonic cults, came from? Writing at a time when the discussion of race was still an open topic, 

he says that they consisted of “aboriginal Southern races, with proto-Mongoloid and Negroid 

races, and with other races that probably represented the degenerated residues of the inhabitants 

of a second prehistoric continent, now lost, which was located in the South, and which some 

designated as Lemuria.”7 Evola does not have much to say about Lemuria, because it does not 

belong to the cycle with which he is concerned in Rivolta: it “is connected to a cycle so ancient 

that it cannot be adequately considered in this context.”8 He merely adds that “some Negroid and 

Southern populations may be considered the last crepuscular remnants of this continent.”9 

 Without going into unnecessary detail, we can now draw up a schematic summary of 

Evola’s version of prehistory: 

 

LEMURIA 

  Belongs to a previous cycle 

  Situated in the South 

 Some Negroid peoples are descended from it 

 

HYPERBOREA 

  Corresponds to the Golden Age of the present cycle 

  Situated in the North 

  Cro-Magnon Man and the Aryan race are descended from it 

 

ATLANTIS 

  Corresponds to the Silver and Bronze Ages of the present cycle 

  Situated in the West, relative to Eurasia 

  Place of racial meeting and mixture 

 

 The sciences of geology and anthropology, of course, know nothing of these three lands 

or their inhabiting races. From the scientific point of view, Plato’s tale of a lost continent in the 

Atlantic Ocean, destroyed circa 9500 BC, cannot be literally true.10 As for Lemuria, defined as a 

large land-mass in the southern hemisphere, geologists do theorize that it existed, but tens of 

millions of years before man appeared on the globe. Likewise Hyperborea: there is indeed fossil 

evidence that Spitzbergen and Greenland were once warm lands, but hundreds of millions of 

years ago, when the trees lived there that are now coal.11 

 Evola was thus defying the modern scientific consensus in adopting this schema of lands 

and races. As a fundamentally rational writer, he would only have done this on the basis of 
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sources he regarded as more trustworthy. Before we discover what these were, it is important to 

observe that this scheme was not present in Evola’s earlier work. For example, in Imperialismo 

pagano (written in 1926, published early in 192812) he evokes a high civilization that he calls 

the “Mediterranean tradition,” but without attributing to it any Hyperborean or Atlantean origins. 

He says of it: 

 

It is not a myth. It is an archaic reality that even profane, scientific history is beginning to 

take notice of today. It is the epic and magical tradition of a civilization that was 

affirmative, active, strong in wisdom and strong in knowledge, which left its stamp upon 

the elites of the Egyptian-Chaldaean civilization, the paleo-Grecian civilization, the 

Etruscan civilization, and other more mysterious ones whose echoes resound in Syria, at 

Mycene, and in the Balearic Isles.13 

 

 At the time of writing Imperialismo pagano, Evola was already familiar with the theories 

of H. P. Blavatsky, and with those of Rudolf Steiner, the former head of the German 

Theosophical Society who broke away in 1909 to found the Anthroposophical Society. Early in 

1927, Evola founded, together with the pagan fringe-mason Arturo Reghini, an esoteric research 

group which they called the Gruppo di Ur. Its members included a number of eminent Italians 

who were followers of Steiner,14 and with whom Evola for a time maintained friendly relations. 

One of Steiner’s basic books, Die Geheimwissenschaft im Umriss (Leipzig, 1910), had been 

published in an Italian edition in 1924, with a preface by one of these members, the poet Arturo 

Onofri. A large section of the book was devoted to the “Evolution of the world and man,” in 

which Steiner developed his own theories on the subject, while acknowledging the basic 

divisions of prehistory that he had inherited from the Theosophical Society. Here is a statement 

from Steiner’s book that conveniently summarizes his scheme: 

 

The period preceding the Atlantean is called the Lemurian age, whereas that during 

which the Moon-forces had not yet fully developed is called the Hyperborean age. This is 

preceded by yet another, which coincides with the earliest period of the evolution of the 

physical earth.15 

 

 We can recognize here the same three ages or races as in the prehistory of Evola’s 

Rivolta, only they are in a different order: Steiner’s begin with an unnamed age that he elsewhere 

calls “Polarian,” then come Hyperborea, Lemuria, and Atlantis; Evola’s, as we know, are in the 

order Lemuria, Hyperborea, and Atlantis.  

 We must now trace the pedigree of this scheme. It agrees in outline with what H. P. 

Blavatsky in The Secret Doctrine (1888) called the First, Second, Third, and Fourth Root Races, 

assigning them respectively to an immaterial plane, to Hyperborea, Lemuria, and Atlantis. Just as 

in Evola’s case, Blavatsky’s earlier work had nothing of this. In Isis Unveiled (1877), she had 

surmised that “the great lost continent [of Atlantis] might have, perhaps, been situated south of 

Asia, extending from India to Tasmania?”16—which is the location that she later assigned to 

Lemuria. 

The canonical Theosophical scheme of ages and races was first heralded in a letter 

received in October 1882 by A. P. Sinnett, who was then resident in Simla, India. The letter, now 
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in the British Library, was a long one which dealt with a number of questions that Sinnett had 

put to its author, Koot Hoomi. Here is what that Mahatma said about Lemuria and Atlantis: 

 

Lemuria can no more be confounded with the Atlantic Continent than Europe with 

America. Both sunk and were drowned with their high civilizations and “Gods,” yet 

between the two catastrophes, a short period of about 700,000 years elapsed; “Lemuria” 

flourishing and ending her career just at about that trifling lapse of time before the early 

part of the Eocene Age, since its race was the third. Behold the relics of that once great 

nation in some of the flat headed aborigines of your Australia!17 

 

 It appears, then, that Evola’s idea of Lemuria as the home of an extremely ancient race, 

whose descendants survive as some of the Negroid peoples, had no better or worse a source than 

this Mahatma of the Theosophical Society.18 But if Evola decided to consecrate Lemuria by 

giving it ultimate ancestral status in his great epic of human history, why did he not adopt the 

whole Theosophical scheme? Why did he exchange the positions of Hyperborea and Lemuria? 

 The answer to this lies in an extraordinary book called Der Aufgang der Menschheit,19 

published in 1928 by the Dutch scholar Herman Felix Wirth. This work seeks to prove, mainly 

on the basis of ancient pictographs and inscriptions from the North of every continent, that a 

highly cultured and spiritually advanced race existed in the Arctic region long before any other 

civilizations arose elsewhere on earth.20 According to Wirth, when a polar shift and consequent 

glaciation made the Arctic land uninhabitable, this race migrated southwards, to the regions 

commemorated by the myth of Atlantis, and mingled with the less advanced races that they 

found there. Later, as the last North Atlantic islands disappeared, the migrations went eastwards 

into Europe and West Africa. From the miscegenation of the “Atlantic-Nordic” race with other 

peoples came the earliest cultured European races, the Aurignacian and the Cromagnon. The 

Europe of today contains their most direct descendants, still possessing in their blood the 

potential to revivify the ancient and superior spiritual knowledge of the primordial race.21  

Wirth was not a Traditionalist in the sense of those named at the beginning of this article, 

because he had so little sympathy for the religious traditions of the historic ages, on whose 

“transcendent unity” and status as divine revelations the Traditionalists are agreed. He was an 

outright pagan, preferring the matriarchal and solar cult that he claimed to see reflected in the 

earliest symbolic rock-carvings, and seeing the historical religions as deviations from it. 

However, like Evola, Wirth had no doubts about the decline of humanity from a state of spiritual 

awareness that defined the Golden Age or Satya Yuga, and he, too, hoped for the reclaiming of 

this state as humanity’s birthright. Evola paid open tribute to Wirth’s book with his adoption of 

one of the “Nordic-Atlantic” symbols (the “life-rune”) for the cover-figure of his journal Krur.22 

He discussed Der Aufgang der Menschheit in the same year,23 and later revisited Wirth’s 

theories in the context of the Nordic mythology that was being propagated within National 

Socialism.24 Wirth’s approach was on the one hand too narrowly scientific for Evola’s liking, 

when such elusive matters as the Primordial Tradition were in question; and on the other hand, 

Wirth’s insistence on reconstructing the religious system of his Arctic people verged on 

monomania: if one doubted his reading of the symbols, the whole structure could collapse. 

Nonetheless, Evola and Wirth shared the essential hypotheses of an Arctic homeland and a 

double migration, first from “Hyperborea” to the South, then from “Atlantis” to the East, as well 

as the identification of Cro-Magnon Man and the white, European race as the remnants of the 
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original Hyperborean stock. They also shared the conviction of the superiority of this race, based 

on its status as the primary race of humanity (Wirth) or at least of this cycle (Evola), and the 

assumption that the most salient fact in the history of humanity has been not material progress 

but spiritual devolution. 

 By the early 1930s, after the demise of the Gruppo di Ur, when Evola was compiling 

Rivolta contro il mondo moderno as his definitive statement about Tradition and history—a work 

that does not pretend to be objective scholarship, but which speaks ex cathedra—he had come to 

a compromise between the Theosophical scheme of prehistory and the one proposed by Herman 

Wirth. By reversing the order of Hyperborea and Lemuria, he consigned the Southern land and 

its dark races to the oblivion of a preceding cycle. In consequence, the position of the First or 

Golden Age of the present cycle could be taken by Hyperborea, and a continuity established 

from that land and its race, via Atlantis, to his own. The European pedigree could then be traced 

directly to its Arctic ancestors. Gone was the great Mediterranean Race which he had celebrated 

in Imperialismo pagano. Indeed, as Piero Fenili has demonstrated in his weighty critique of 

Evola,25 the relevant passages were excised from that book for the German edition of 1935,26 

and replaced with an encomium on the Nordic origins of civilization. 

 A sort of imprimatur on the scheme that Evola would soon expound in Rivolta was 

contributed by the other great European Traditionalist, René Guénon, who was in sporadic 

correspondence with Evola and in irregular reception of Ur and Krur.27 In 1928 Guénon had 

also come to the end of a phase, marked by the publication in 1927 of Le Roi du Monde. In that 

curious book he had promoted the idea of a supreme, subterranean spiritual center somewhere in 

Central Asia called Agarttha, which would cause endless difficulties for his disciples and 

fascination for his critics.28 Chapters of it had been published in Arturo Reghini’s journal Ignis 

as early as 1924. In its book form, Guénon  alluded briefly to a center in the far North, saying 

that certain ancient names for Ireland “originally applied to another, far more northern land, 

unknown and perhaps vanished today: Ogygia or rather Thule, which was one of the principal 

spiritual centres, if not the supreme center of a certain period.”29 He went on to explain that the 

supreme spiritual center of humanity migrates over time, “occupying several successive 

locations, each corresponding to different cycles, themselves subdivisions of another, more 

drawn-out cycle called the Manvantara.”30 The supreme center for the entire Manvantara, he 

added, was situated in a literally polar location, and all the other centers are images of it. The 

spiritual center of the Atlantean tradition governed a secondary historical cycle within the greater 

cycle; while during the present secondary cycle, the center is apparently Agarttha, in Central 

Asia and underground. The impression one gets from Le Roi du Monde is of an overarching 

polar tradition, and a number of subsidiary ones descending, or depending, from it. It is not 

unlike the Theosophical idea of a single Round comprising seven Root Races, each with its 

characteristic location on the globe. But Guénon, as far as I know, never mentioned Lemuria, and 

his scheme has no place for it in the Manvantara; also his time-scale is far shorter. 

 In December 1928, Guénon received the November number of Ur, containing Evola’s 

discussion of Hermann Wirth’s theory.31 Echoes of it were quick to appear in his own writing. 

In May 1929 he wrote in a footnote to an article, “Les pierres de foudre,” that “some people, by a 

strange confusion, are talking these days about ‘Hyperborean Atlantis.’ Hyperborea and Atlantis 

are two distinct regions, just as North and West are two different cardinal points, and as far as the 

point of departure of a tradition is concerned, the former is far earlier than the latter.”32 The next 

month he added further details in a footnote to an article on “Le triple enceinte druidique,” 
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repeating what he had said in Le Roi du Monde: that “the Atlantean tradition is, however, not the 

primordial tradition for the present Manvantara, being itself only secondary in relation to the 

Hyperborean tradition. . .”33 Guénon clarified matters further in two articles that presented 

Hyperborea and Atlantis, if not in contradiction to Le Roi du Monde, at least in a rather different 

light.34 In the first of these, “Atlantide et Hyperborée,” he mentioned Der Aufgang der 

Menschheit and made the same criticism of Wirth’s theory as Evola had: that it rested on a basic 

confusion of Hyperborea with Atlantis. Most of the article was devoted to correcting the 

misreadings of his perennial adversary, Paul La Cour, founder-editor of the journal Atlantis. In 

the second article, “Place de la tradition atlantéenne dans le Manvantara,” Guénon wrote in terms 

of migrations from the north (Hyperborea) and west (Atlantis) and of the survivals of their 

traditions respectively among the Druids, and among the Egyptians and Hebrews. He mentions 

the Celts and the Chaldeans as possible cases of the meeting of the two traditions. Agarttha, so 

crucial to the world-view of Le Roi du Monde, is no longer mentioned, and neither is the 

existence of human beings at the actual North Pole. In short, the whole matter has come down to 

earth, and to a level that makes it more credible in the light of the secular science of prehistory. It 

was this general tone that Evola adopted when he came to write the “prehistoric” chapters of 

Rivolta.  

 Guénon, Evola, and Wirth, each in his own way, preserved the dual myths of an Arctic 

and an Atlantean race, each with its spiritual and cultural tradition. At the same time, they 

reduced the time-scale of prehistory from that of Blavatsky’s work, which had Atlantis beginning 

to break up at a time when homo sapiens is hardly acknowledged to have existed. Although none 

of them questioned—as geology forces us to question nowadays—the location of “Atlantean” 

culture on a mid-Atlantic island, they encourage the unbiased student of the past to take a second 

look at the old myths. As the evidence increases for high civilization having existed in 

prehistoric times, they, like Theosophy itself, may turn out to have been “wiser than the sons of 

men.” 
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